
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of leader engineer.
We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply
for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for leader engineer

Support OQA defect disposition
Lead and support strategic initiatives tactical projects
Support OTD by acting as a liaison with planning and CE team
Support in responding to assigned customer quality audit questionnaires and
requests, follow-up with customers’ issues, follow-up/closure, and the
planning, and coordinating of customer audits
Perfor all activities in a safe and responsible manner and support all
Environmental, Health, Safety & Security requirements and programs
Define and maintain brand specific Handling, Braking and Ride characteristics
and targets
Effect working and communicating with multiple steak holders (Internal,
clients, AHJ’s, ) to drive results and meet or beat aggressive deadlines
Expertise in both pilot and commercial-scale fermentation
Demonstrated success in managing projects, including sourcing, budgeting
and timelines
This position will manage the overall Quality directly in supplier and
manufacturing and customer management strategy and execution

Qualifications for leader engineer

Bachelors of Science Degree in Electrical Engineering with a minimum of 7
years of experience, or a minimum of 5 years of experience with a Master’s
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Strong design skills and ability to communicate about complex concepts,
both functional and technical
Bachelor Degree with a minimum of five (5) years of relevant experience or an
equivalent combination of education and experience
Specific knowledge in injection molding, automated assembly and packaging
is preferred
8 yrs Engineering experience (including 5yrs structural analysis for durability
and strength, statistically analysis, materials engineering, FEA, DAQ )
Current holder or desire to hold CDL required


